
Day 5

Quiz Review & Quiz



 Turn OFF your phone
& Turn it in to Blue Pockets 
-> Look at the list by the poster to see 

which Pocket is yours today!

Get out:

 Quiz Review HW sheet

 Warm-Up paper



Day 6 First 8 in 8 video

http://youtu.be/kDVFaiIK3b0?hd=1

We’ll watch this while we 
practice 

http://youtu.be/kDVFaiIK3b0?hd=1


1)  95 people attended a Super Bowl party 

for Super Bowl 50:

 55 liked the Panthers

 30 liked the Broncos

 46 liked the Super Bowl Commercials

 6 liked the Panthers and the Broncos

 26 liked only the Panthers and the Commercials

 18 liked Broncos and the Commercials

 5 liked all three

a. How many people do not like the 

Panthers, Broncos or Super Bowl 

Commercials?

b. How many people only like the Panthers?

Warm-Up

Continued 

→



2.  Given sets  U = {a, b, c, n, o, p, r, s, t} and 
P = {p, a, n, t, s} B = {b, r, o, n, c, s}

a)  Pc = ___________      b)                = ______

c)  n(Bc) = _____            d)                      = ______________

3. Students are auditioning for the Honors Band. 6 
clarinet players audition for 1st and 2nd chair; 7 flute 
players audition for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd chair; and 4 
percussion players audition for 3 positions on the drum 
line. How many possible ways can the band be chosen?

4. A password must have 3 non-repeating letters 
followed by 2 numbers that are not 0, and then one of 
the following symbols, !, @, #, $, %. How many 
passwords are possible?

5. How many ways are there to rearrange MATHEMATICS?

P B

( )cn P B
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Commercials?
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2.  Given sets  U = {a, b, c, n, o, p, r, s, t} and 
P = {p, a, n, t, s} B = {b, r, o, n, c, s}

a)  Pc = ___________      b)                = ______

c)  n(Bc) = _____            d)                      = ______________

3. Students are auditioning for the Honors Band. 6 
clarinet players audition for 1st and 2nd chair; 7 flute 
players audition for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd chair; and 4 
percussion players audition for 3 positions on the drum 
line. How many possible ways can the band be chosen?

4. A password must have 3 non-repeating letters 
followed by 2 numbers that are not 0, and then one of 
the following symbols, !, @, #, $, %. How many 
passwords are possible?

5. How many ways are there to rearrange MATHEMATICS?
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( )cn P B



2.  Given sets  U = {a, b, c, n, o, p, r, s, t} and 
P = {p, a, n, t, s} B = {b, r, o, n, c, s}

a)  Pc = ___________      b)                = ______

c)  n(Bc) = _____            d)                      = ______________

3. Students are auditioning for the Honors Band. 6 
clarinet players audition for 1st and 2nd chair; 7 flute 
players audition for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd chair; and 4 
percussion players audition for 3 positions on the drum 
line. How many possible ways can the band be chosen?

P B

( )cn P B

{b, c, o, r} {n, s}

3 5

6 2 7 3 4 3 25200P P C 



4. A password must have 3 non-repeating letters 
followed by 2 numbers that are not 0, and then one of 
the following symbols, !, @, #, $, %. How many 
passwords are possible?

5. How many ways are there to rearrange MATHEMATICS?

11!
4,989,600

(2! 2! 2!)

because 2 M's, 2 A's, 2 T's


 

26 25 24 9 9 5 6,318,000









Die 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 (1, 1) (1, 2) (1, 3) (1, 4) (1, 5) (1, 6)

2 (2, 1) (2, 2) (2, 3) (2, 4) (2, 5) (2, 6)

3 (3, 1) (3, 2) (3, 3) (3, 4) (3, 5) (3, 6)

4 (4, 1) (4, 2) (4, 3) (4, 4) (4, 5) (4, 6)

5 (5, 1) (5, 2) (5, 3) (5, 4) (5, 5) (5, 6)

6 (6, 1) (6, 2) (6, 3) (6, 4) (6, 5) (6, 6)

16. Suppose you roll a pair of dice. Find the probability 
that: Both dice show different numbers, and neither is a 
3. 





HW Day 5
Tonight’s HW = Packet p. 7-8

(this material is on Quiz 2)



Given U = {1, 2, 3, …9} and 

A = {x | x is the odd integers from 1 to 9 }

2. Write Ac using roster notation.

3. If B = {x | x is multiples of 3}, what is  A U B?

4. 4      A.  True or False.  (write the full word)

5. U      A.  True or False.  (write the full word)







Given U = {1, 2, 3, …9} and 

A = {x | x is the odd integers from 1 to 9 }

2. Write Ac using roster notation.

3. If B = {x | x is multiples of 3}, what is  A U B?

4. 4      A.  True or False.  (write the full word)

5. U      A.  True or False.  (write the full word)

Ac = { 2, 4, 6, 8 }

A U B = { 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9 }


False!



False!



 After the Quiz, work on 
Packet p. 7-8


